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Abstract. 
Topicality. Necessity of reducing ships’ downtime during grain transshipment from port elevators requires intensification 

of handling operations. It can be provided not only by using transport mechanisms of greater capacity, but also by thread-
transport lines operations automation, which will eliminate possible human operator errors. Creation of automatic control 
systems, in turn, requires development of mathematical and simulation models of thread-transport lines, an integral part of 
which are weigh hoppers of periodic action. 

Objective. To create simulation model of weigh hopper operation, which reflects its properties as a control object. 
Method. Known differential and algebraic equations of weighing in weigh hopper are used. They include influence grain 

weight on its mechanical system as well as dynamic force which grain creates during falling. Simulation models for 
MatLab/Simulink were created on the basis of these equations. 

Results. Computer experiments with weigh hopper models which include simulation of different operating conditions were 
planned and carried out. Trends were obtained, which define effectiveness of its operation. 

Conclusions. Effectiveness of weighing process is defined by optimal combination of weigh hopper productivity and its 
dynamic inaccuracy. To increase productivity weighing cycle must be reduced. However, this reduction is limited by time, 
which is necessary for damping of mechanical system oscillations. 
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Nomenclature
– dampening coefficient; 

d(t), t – time increments; 
dg  grain volume density; 

Mwh(t)  total weight of weigh hopper; 
Mtr(t)  weight of empty hopper; 
Mgf(t)  actual grain weight; 
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Fwh(t)  force, acting upon weigh hopper; 
Fs(t)  static component of Fwh(t),
Fd(t)  dynamic component of Fwh(t),
g  free fall acceleration; 
H  rigidity of measuring cell; 
Lwh  height of weigh hopper; 

Mgm(t)  measured grain weight; 
Qgf(t)  actual grain flow rate; 
Swh  bottom area of weigh hopper; 
Sr  shift of measuring cell; 
Vst(t)  initial grain velocity; 
Vfn(t)  finite grain velocity; 

1. Introduction 
At present time in Ukraine intensive construction of new and reconstruction of old harbor grain elevators are taking place, 

which is caused by increasing volume of cereal crop export. To reduce downtime of ships and railway trains during grain 
transshipment enterprises are equipped with transport mechanisms  conveyors, bucket elevators with high output of up to 
1000 tones per hour and higher. This predetermines necessity of perfecting thread-transport lines automatic control algorithms,
because possible human operator errors cause great downtimes, and, therefore, economic losses. 

Complexity in development of such algorithms is determined by next main factors: 
- significant transport delay in transmission of control impacts during stabilization of grain flow rate; 
- changing of dynamic properties of transport mechanisms, as control objects; 
- different productivity of transport mechanisms, included in one route; 
- presence in route of periodic operation mechanisms, for example, weigh hoppers. 
By significant degree these complexities were overcame with created algorithms [1, 2], which stipulate for automatic 

control of loading thread-transport lines without human operator interference. 
These technologies demanded development of detailed dynamic models of conveyors, bucket elevators, control gate valves 

and their driving electric motors. Development of mathematical and simulation models of periodic operation weigh hoppers, 
which are integral part of grain transshipment systems, remain problem of current importance. 

2. Problem statement 
Simplified weigh hopper structure is presented in fig. 1. Structure contains: upper garner B1 and lower garner B3, which 

are connected to weigh hopper hull, as well weigh hopper B2 itself, which rest upon measuring cells, deformation of which 
allows to determine loaded grain portion weight. 
Garners B1, B3 and weigh hopper B2 are equipped with level sensors. Their signals are used in automatic control system to 
control position of the sliding gate valves S1, S2, S3. This provides transfer of grain portions from up to down. 
For generality, construction version, in which B2 weight is compensated by counterbalances. In this case dynamic measuring 
range is widened and, therefore, accuracy increases. 

Fig. 1  Main components of weigh hopper structure 
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Detailed mathematical models of weighing in weigh hopper are presented in [3]. In particular, bunker mass weigh model 
includes models of weigh hopper mechanical system equilibrium and decoding its dislocation in measured weight: 

, (1) 

.     (2) 

In the process of filling weigh hopper with grain its mass substantially increases: 

 .     (3) 
Force , which impacts hopper, consists of two parts: 

a) static  this is grain weight in hopper, since weight of empty hopper is compensated by counterweights: 

 ;     (4) 
b) dynamic , which is caused by grain falling. 

. In a brief space of time  grain portion with mass  enters weigh hopper 
and under the influence of terrestrial attraction constant force is created , which accelerates falling of this 
portion. Impulse of this force, taking into account time of its action, to put it more precisely, portion falling time span , is 
equal . If we assume grain portion as a material point, which will commit non-elastic blow to the bottom of 
weigh hopper in during , then weigh hopper is impacted by force: 

 .   (5) 

Since force  is constant, then its impulse is equal to impulse of mass [4]. Then (5) can be presented as: 

.  (6) 

It should be noted that even with constant grain flow rate , dynamic component  will gradually decrease 
as weigh hopper is filling, since falling time is decreasing  and difference  between initial  and finite  falling 
velocity

During weighing of all portions, except first one, velocity , since grain movement begins in upper garner. Finite 
velocity  can be calculated, based upon known values of grain volumetric density , height  and area  of weigh 

 .     (7) 

3. Literature overview 
Weigh hopper with high productivity is described in [5,6]. Counterweights are not used in its construction. Automatic 

control algorithms provide for weighing of full bunker with grain initially, and then weighing of empty bunker after its 
discharge. At that weight measuring begins with some lag from the moment of bunker filling with grain and from the moment 
of its discharge. Thus mechanical system oscillations impact on measuring accuracy is compensated. 

Calculation method of theoretically possible maximum accuracy of serially produced continuous operation weight batchers 
dosing is presented in [7]. 

Mathematical model of discrete weight batcher, considering bulk solids flow percussive impact on it, is researched in [8]. 
Recommendations were made for dosing effectiveness increase due to optimal combination of productivity and batcher 
dynamic error. 

4. Materials and methods 
Based on dependences (1 - 7) weigh hopper mathematical model was developed in MatLab/Simulink environment. (see fig. 

2). It includes sliding gate valves models S1, S2, S3, known from [9], garner models B1, B2, B3, as well as models of 
equilibrium and decoding.
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Fig. 2 Weigh hopper simulation model 

The rest of the simulation model blocks implement gate valves logical control functions during measuring the first portion 
of grain weight and the next ones. Initial grain flow rate  when entering weigh hopper is determined by equipment 
placed before it. 

Weigh hopper mechanical system equilibrium and decoding models make calculations based upon dependences (1  6). 

Fig. 3 Weigh hopper mechanical system and decoding models 

Grain falling finite velocity estimation block model (fig. 4) calculates  using dependence (7) with known values of 
weigh hopper geometric dimensions. 
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Fig. 4 Grain falling finite velocity estimation block model 

The fact that, during measuring initial grain portion, sliding gate valve of upper garner is open and grain is falling to the 
bottom of weigh hopper from high height is taken into account in this model. 

5. Experiments and results 
Modelling results fragments (fig. 5) illustrate normal functioning mode of weigh hopper, without overfilling of upper B1 or 

lower B3 garners. Pause between the moment of sliding gate valve S1 closes and the moment of sliding gate valve S2 opens is 
sufficient for damping the oscillations of weigh hopper mechanical system, which lowers the dynamic component of 
measuring error. 

Fig. 5  Weigh hopper normal functioning mode simulation fragments with constant input flow rate  tones 
per hour: 

a) alteration of sliding gate valves S1, S2, S3 position 0…100%; b) alteration of grain mass in garners B1, B2, B3

When increasing input grain flow rate  or changing the position of sliding gate valve S3, emergency or pre-emergency 
modes of weigh hopper operation can be modeled.
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6. Conclusions 
Effectiveness of weighing process is defined by optimal combination of weigh hopper productivity and its dynamic error. 

Productivity increase demand shortening of time needed for weighing process. However, this shortening is limited by time 
needed for damping of mechanical system oscillations. 

Proposed weigh hopper models allow simulation modelling of normal and emergency modes of operation. They can be 
used in general structures of thread-transport lines models. 
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